
Program Overview

The Tutor.com for Military Families program provides students in grades K-12 attending DoDEA schools with
individualized homework help and tutoring from professional tutors. The program is available online and on
demand—no appointments needed. 

Students connect with a subject matter expert in Tutor.com’s secure, online classroom. Students can access the
program 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, allowing them to get academic support the moment they need it before 
they get frustrated, give up or fall behind. 

Tutor.com tutors never give the answers or do the work for the student. Instead, the tutors work with the student 
individually, step-by-step, until the student demonstrates understanding of the question or topic they’ve asked 
about. The session ends only when the student has reached the “oh, now I get it!” moment.

    How does Tutor.com work?

    Help is available for students in grades K-12, at all skill levels.
    Students login to the program online, then select their subject
    and input their question. Within a matter of minutes, students
    connect in our online classroom to a tutor. The online
    classroom features a place to chat with the tutor, share fi les,
    and draw problems on a two-way whiteboard with drawing
    tools, graph paper, and commonly used shapes and formulas. 

    You can see the demo video by going here:
    http://fi ledepot.tutor.com/vidz/Tutor.com_for_Military_
    Families_DoDEA.swf

What happens after a session is over?

At the end of every session, students can provide feedback about the session in a post-session survey. They can also
print or email a transcript, and replay the session like a movie. All sessions are saved, so students can login to their 
account anytime to see previous sessions. Students can also form a list of favorite tutors to work with again in
the future.

What subjects are covered? 

Math:  Elementary, Mid-Level, Algebra I and II, Geometry, Trigonometry, Calculus, AP* level
Science: Elementary, Earth Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, AP level
Social Studies: U.S. History, World History, AP level
English: Essay Writing, Grammar, Literature, AP level

What can students get help with?

With Tutor.com program, there are no more excuses for coming to school with incomplete homework or for turning
in a paper that they haven’t proofread. Students can arrive prepared to participate in class and be successful on 
tests and quizzes. 

Students use Tutor.com to get help with everything from multi-step math problems to reviewing a science concept
they missed in class to writing a paper. Many students also get help studying for tests and fi nal exams, and prepping 
for standardized tests.

*AP is a registered trademark of the College Board.
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Tutors can help with all academic questions, including: 

 • Homework
 • Studying
 • Projects
 • Essay writing and proofreading
 • Standardized test prep 
 • Reviewing concepts
 • Research papers 

Students can use Tutor.com as often as needed, for large questions or small ones. Teachers may choose that
students use Tutor.com for homework help, but also for skills building or helping students get or stay ahead.
Teachers can recommend that students come to class with Tutor.com session transcripts, especially on work the 
student is having trouble with.

Who are the tutors?

Every Tutor.com tutor is a carefully screened expert. Our team of more than 2,000 tutors includes certifi ed
teachers, college professors, graduate students, select undergraduates from accredited universities and other
professionals. Tutors must complete a rigorous application and qualifi cation process (testing on subject matter,
a fi nal exam and mock tutoring sessions) and pass an extensive third-party background check.

How does Tutor.com ensure student safety?

Students and tutors always work anonymously and no personal information is shared during sessions. Ongoing session
review and mentoring ensures that our tutors maintain the highest standards of quality and safety at all times.

Can teachers and administrators try a live Tutor.com session?

Yes. For the purposes of trying the service, DoDEA teachers and administrators can create an account and login to
have a session at www.tutor.com/dodea.  
 
How do students access Tutor.com?

Students should go to www.tutor.com/military, click on the
button that says “for DoD Schools” and login with the
username below. On the fi rst login, students will be prompted 

to choose a password.

 

Username:
 • fi rst letter of the fi rst name
 • last three letters of the last name
 • last four digits of the student id number

For example:  Johnny Johnson - Student ID Number 1234567890 would convert to json7890

Password (when students login for the fi rst time) is “password”
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